Optimize production and ultimate recovery from single wellbores to multilaterals.

Substantially reduce lifetime lifting costs and increase production and recovery with the Manara production and reservoir management system.

**FEATURES AND BENEFITS**
- All-metal design
- No-hydraulic control lines
- Bidirectional, high-rate telemetry
- Power and telemetry harmonized through the Manara® production and reservoir management system
- No rotation required during stab-in
- Single, multistage, or in-lateral installation
- Time, cost, and risk reduction by minimizing interventions

**STATION**
Enables in-lateral control of each compartment

**FEATURES AND BENEFITS**
- Continuous measurement of multiple zones in real time
- Adjustable, quick-response, electric flow control valve
- Field-proven Intellitite® dual-seal dry-mate connector for highly reliable network connectivity
- Integrated sand screen
- Reduced well and production costs for life of well
**ELECTRIC COUPLER STATION**

**STATION**

**UPPER COMPLETION**

**LOWER COMPLETION**

- Install in any completion
- Minimize your deployment risk
- Drain more from your reservoir
- Efficiently optimize compartmental production
- Accurately track flow from any zone
- Effectively integrate with any standard intelligent completion equipment

---

**WellWatcher Advisor**

**Well optimization**

Our WellWatcher Advisor™ intelligent completion software is an integral part of the Mauara system, giving you the ability to access intelligent analysis and presentation of data from your wells in real-time.

**Features and Benefits**

- Real-time pressure and flow rate by zone
- Variable and precise control of inflow contribution
- Optimal operating point by zone
- Access to real-time transfer of data in minutes
- Real-time data to allow immediate corrective action to be taken
- Immediate corrective action to ensure you can maintain optimal production

---

**HOW WILL YOU PRODUCE YOUR RESERVOIR?**

Optimize production and ultimate recovery from single wellbores to multilaterals.

---

**EXTENDED-REACH WELL**

**MULTIPLE WELL**

**MULTIZONE WELL**

- Install in any completion
- Minimize your deployment risk
- Drain more from your reservoir
- Efficiently optimize compartmental production
- Accurately track flow from any zone
- Effectively integrate with any standard intelligent completion equipment